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FIRST XV FIXTURES

2022 – 2023
2022

Sep 3 ASHFORD AWAY

  24  DEAL & BETTESHANGER  HOME

Oct 1  OLD ALLEYNIANS  AWAY

  15  BROMLEY  HOME

  22 BECCEHAMIAN  AWAY

  29  CHARLTON PARK  HOME

Nov 5  FOLKESTONE  AWAY

  6  England v Argentina

  12  CROWBOROUGH  AWAY

   England v Japan

  19  England v New Zealand

 26 AYLESFORD BULLS  HOME

   England v South Africa

Dec 3  CRANBROOK  AWAY

 10  HEATHFIELD & WALDRON  HOME

  17  DEAL & BETTESHANGER  AWAY

2023

Jan 7  OLD ALLEYNIANS  HOME

  14  BROMLEY  AWAY

  21  BECCEHAMIAN  HOME

  28  CHARLTON PARK  AWAY

Feb 4  CRANBROOK HOME 

  England v Scotland  4.45pm k.o.

  11  FOLKESTONE  HOME

   England v Italy

  18  CROWBOROUGH  HOME

 25  HEATHFIELD & WALDRON  AWAY 

  Wales v England  4.45pm k.o.

Mar  4  AYLESFORD BULLS  AWAY

 11  ASHFORD  HOME

   England v France  4.45pm k.o.

  18  Ireland v England  5.00pm k.o.

Apr 7  Easter Good Friday

Fixtures in BLOCK Type are Counties 1 Kent League dates

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
On behalf of the officers and members of Thanet 
Wanderers, I am delighted to welcome today’s special 
guests who are the club’s sponsors. I hope you will enjoy 
your lunch and also will find the club’s plans for the 
future development of the club interesting. The annual 
Sponsors’ Lunch gives all of us who support Thanet 
Wanderers the opportunity to say thank you for all that 
you do for our club. The assistance that the club receives 
from our sponsors, both individuals and companies, 
helps us to maintain and extend the facilities and the 
reach of our sport in the local community.
We also welcome our friends from Crowborough RFC 
who will no doubt have been devising plans to repeat 
the win they had when we were at their ground for 
the reverse fixture in early November. We fielded 
what looked to be a competitive side and had started 
promisingly before a neck injury to our forward, Kieran 
Wright, after just five minutes of play, caused a delay of 
thirty minutes before he could be safely moved off the 
playing surface. Great care is taken in the assessment 
of neck injuries before players are removed from the 
field of play, usually on a board. Crowborough RFC 
provided wonderful help in the care of our player Kieran 
Wright which illustrates the strength of the ties in the 
rugby family. He was fortunate to receive the most 
careful attention from Crowborough’s Lead Sports 
Therapist Mike Churchyard whose help was invaluable 
to Wanderers Physio, Fran Rafiq, who was assisted by 
Harry Clemo. Thank you particularly, to Crowborough’s 
President, David Clarke, who provided support and 
encouragement that was way above the call of duty to 
Kieran during his many hours waiting for an ambulance. 
Fortunately, ex-A&E Matron, Abby Ayres arrived and was 
able to speed up the ambulance’s arrival time. It is great 
to report that Kieran was released from the hospital just 
before midnight when he thanked everyone for their 
support to him and his family as he spent seven hours 
on a spinal board. Fortunately, his injuries were to the 
soft tissue in his neck with some whiplash symptoms 
and he was back training and playing a few weeks later. 
The injury seemed to unsettle the Wanderers and the 
home side recorded a resounding victory by 35-10. The 
Sussex side hadn’t won again until last Saturday when 
they upset the form book by defeating fourth-placed 
Charlton Park by 26-10. Wanderers ran in six tries to 
defeat Folkestone last Saturday in an exciting encounter 
that ended in a bonus point win for Thanet by 41-32 

to leapfrog over their opponents into the comparative 
safety of ninth place.
I do hope we shall be able to field a competitive side 
today that can build on last week’s result. However, 
players’ availability nowadays is governed by so many 
factors not just their ability and physical fitness to play. 
Work and shift patterns plus the leisure choices for both 
the players and their partners have changed in recent 
years and fewer players are able or willing to devote 
the whole weekend or season to playing and recovering 
from matches. That of course also doesn’t take into 
account the unprecedented level of injuries that we and 
many others in this league have faced this season. As a 
result, the coaches are not able to make their preferred 
selections for the Saturday ahead and we have the 
constant team changes that do nothing to help them 
build a settled and consistent team that will play stylish 
rugby and secure the success on the field that we all 
hope for.
One big plus recently has been the introduction of 
some of our talented Colts team into senior rugby. 
Head Coach, Craig Smith with his team coaches, Matt 
Hickmott, Sam Divine, Bill Wallace, Andy Bridle, Greg 
Shingles and Peter Macaulay have done a great job 
in maintaining a large squad and preparing them for 
whatever challenges lie ahead. Careful checks are now 
in place to ensure that the young players are capable 
and ready to step into senior sides before they are 
considered for selection. Last Saturday Sam Molyneux 
made a confident first-team debut joining Harrison 
Quittenden who has already featured in six first-XV 
matches and has one man-of-the-match award to his 
name. Max Rogers and Flynn Shingles were in action 
for the 2s against Medway and at Folkestone, the 3s 
recorded a 108-24 win. Club Chairman Chris Panteli 
and his wife Lindsay who is a club sponsor were there 
to see their son Charlie make a remarkable senior debut 
registering a hat-trick of tries and with some fine place 
kicking totalled 44 points. Fellow Colt, Isaac Divine 
scored a try and converted it himself. Congratulations to 
them all. There are three fixtures again this week so no 
doubt some will again feature on the team sheets. Good 
luck to them and all who don the blue, black and gold 
this weekend. Please respect today’s referee 
I trust we shall have three sporting matches with no 
serious injuries and as ever, C’mon Wanderers.
Colin Whiteley

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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FROM THE HEAD COACH
The hangover was heavy, but the pain was worth 
it. Seeing the lads record their first victory of 2023 
and scoring 6 tries in the process to make it a bonus 
point win at that, was very satisfying. This season 
has been tough but the spirit and desire to see it out 
whilst retaining our Counties One standing is huge. The 
win against Folkestone last week lifted us out of the 
relegation zone but only just as Folkestone did manage 
a try bonus point themselves in a spirited comeback, so 
the gap between us is only 3 points. But with a game 
in hand and none of the “big guns” left to play, we 
were quietly confident that we had turned a corner and 
heading to safety. That was until the other league results 
came through. Bottom placed Aylesford had turned over 
2nd place Beccahamians and Crowborough had gained 
a valuable win over Charlton Park. So our opponents 
today, who’ve undergone as tough a January as us, visit 
St. Peters on the back of their first win since beating us 
down at their place in early November. The game was 
scarred by the injury to Kieron Wright who was looked 
after brilliantly by the Crowborough physio team and 
eventually transported to Pembury hospital, a couple 
of hours after being removed from the pitch on a spinal 
board. Thankfully Kieron was discharged the next day 
with a soft tissue whiplash injury and is back playing 
again after a couple of months recovering. A big thank 
you again to the Crowborough physios.

Mathematically any of the bottom teams can still be 
relegated and any of them can still survive but only one 
of them is guaranteed to remain in Counties One. So 
today’s fixture is of high net value to the victor and am 
sure will be keenly contested, as the fixtures between 
our two clubs always are. Crowborough have four home 

games in a row to finish their season, following the 
match today and as two of those are against Folkestone 
and Aylesford, they will be looking to be the one survivor 
from the bottom four should they get anything from 
today. Obviously a win for us today will leave us needing 
just one more win from our last three games or a couple 
of bonus points, to be absolutely safe, regardless of how 
other results go. Let’s hope the game lives up to the 
expectation, especially after last week’s high scoring 
match that was played in such good spirit and refereed 
brilliantly by Lewis Franks.

I have to mention the third team’s result last week, 
just in case the Chairman hasn’t mentioned it to you!! 
Chris’s son Charlie made his senior debut and was part 
of a huge win over Folkestone’s third team, 108-24 with 
Charlie scoring 44 of those points himself. Obviously 
it’s a team game and am sure Charlie will attribute his 
large haul to the skill his team mates around him but 
for a debut, that is some achievement. I’ve no doubt Bill 
Wallace will insist he needs a few more games in the 
thirds before ‘risking’ him moving up to the seconds but 
we know your game Bill !!!! We may even see young 
Charlie running out for the first team before the season 
ends. Other colts breaking through to the senior teams 
include Max Rogers who debuted in the second team 
and showed his potential and Sam Molyneux who after a 
couple of games in the seconds, came off the bench for 
the first team last week and made an immediate impact 
with his tackling and speed around the pitch. Hopefully 
he’ll get more game time this week than his impressive 
15 minute cameo against Folkestone.

Mike Pond

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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The Denture Clinic
“Smile with confidence”

 3 Express denture repair service

 3 New dentures

 3 Cosmetic improvement

 3 Excellent aftercare service

 3 Clinic dental technicians

Call today for a FREE initial consultation
110 High Street, Broadstairs 01843 600789
www.dentureclinicinbroadstairs.co.uk
31 Roper Close, Canterbury 01227 764241
www.dentureclinicincanterbury.co.uk
1A Stanhope Road, Deal 01304 389555
www.dentureclinicindeal.co.uk

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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MATCH REPORT
Thanet Wanderers RUFC 41- 32 Folkestone RFC

Six tries for the Wanderers bring a much-needed win 
against a tenacious Folkestone team.

There was another fresh combination in the front row 
for Wanderers with Danny Clement at loose-head and 
Gully Goodall at tighthead supporting Mike Whitehead 
at Hooker. Kurt Pearson moved to the back row where 
Lenny Brown was also back at 8 replacing the injured 
Connor Brown. Nick Herbert returned to captain the 
team at outside half, Tom Walton was at full back and 
Marius Thompson moved to the wing. 

Thanet kicked off down the slope on a mild afternoon 
with a gentle breeze and an early penalty took them to 
in front of the clubhouse. Good ball was obtained from 
the lineout and Nick Herbert sent Danny Clement away 
to cut a nice diagonal line finishing under the posts 
with not a hint that he had been celebrating his brother, 
Antony’s wedding the previous day. Tom Walton added 
the extras and the Wanderers were 7-0 up after just 
four minutes. Folkestone tested the home defence and 
there were penalties for both sides before the visitors 
took the easy points from in front after ten minutes 
of play. Minutes later the ball went at pace from a 
Thanet scrum along the line to Marius Thompson who 
made good metres before handing inside for Walton to 
finish in the corner to extend the lead to 12-3. Walton 
aggravated an existing injury in the race to the line and 
was replaced by Harrison Quittenden from the bench. 
Wanderers’ third try came following more attractive 
handling in the backs and ended with Lock Forward 
Andy Letts claiming his third try in as many weeks. 
Thompson’s conversion attempt came back off a post. 
Folkestone threatened the hosts’ line but two big 
tackles from Callum Doody kept the home line secure 
before Goodall grabbed a loose ball and tore away from 
his 22 to the visitors’ ten-metre line. After 30 minutes 
of play, Folkestone scored a well-constructed try that 
was converted to make the score 17-10. Four minutes 
later, Wanderers Captain Nick Herbert, scored an 
excellent individual try when receiving from a scrum 
on Folkestone’s ten-metre line he first cut left selling 
dummies before he headed back to touch down under 
the posts for the try bonus point. Thompson converted 
for 24-10. Henry Mirams was called back for a forward 
pass as he headed for the line. A strong forwards drive 
pushed towards the line but when Herbert received, he 

handed on to Louis Marshall who cut a nice line in from 
his wing to wrong-foot the visitors’ defence and score 
under the posts. Thompson’s conversion made the 
halftime score 31-10.

Folkestone made a fast start to the second half and 
got behind Thanet’s defensive line to touch down for 
an unconverted try. Joe Carlier had replaced Clement 
at the break but now Whitehead had to withdraw and 
Clement found himself back in the fray. Thompson 
took three points from a penalty in front and 25 
metres out to make the score 34-15 but five minutes 
later the visitors caught Wanderers napping and a 
quick tap penalty led to a try for the visitors that was 
not converted. Wanderers hit back when Herbert 
and Harrison combined to release Mirams who sped 
through a gap in the Folkestone line to score under 
the posts and Thompson converted to put Thanet 
41-20 ahead. Letts was shown yellow and limped off. 
Folkestone registered their try bonus point after some 
sharp handling and Wanderers needed Doody’s big 
clearance to draw breath. Thanet appeared to be tiring 
and in the second minute of added time, Folkestone 
broke from their half and went clear of some tentative 
defending to score under the posts. The conversion 
led to a 41-32 scoreline. Today’s excellent referee, 
Lewis Franks, soon sounded the final whistle and the 
home supporters could finally relax. This was a good, 
sportingly contested game that will have entertained 
any neutral spectators present.

The win means Wanderers leapfrog Folkestone into 
ninth place in Counties League One Kent with 24 points 
against today’s opponents, who have played one game 
more, 21 points. 

Next Saturday Thanet entertain Crowborough who 
are in the bottom two of the league. Both they and 
the bottom team, Aylesford had morale-boosting 
wins against high-flying opponents this weekend 
so their spirit should be high. Please support the 
Wanderers in this crucial fixture with just four 
league games remaining. 

Wanderers Coaches were pleased with the patience 
shown in building their attacks and it was good to see 
how well Colts, Harrison Quittenden and Sam Molyneux, 
who debuted from the bench, slotted into the team. 
There were great shifts from Jack Startin in the second 

Photos by: ANDY MAIR, UMPIRE CAM

row and on the flank of the pack from Warren Riddell-
Broomfield (who will miss the rest of the league season). 
Nick Herbert had a fine game at Ten and combined well 
with inside centre Adam Harrison who defended strongly 

and broke the visitors’ line many times. He was the 
Wanderers’ man of the match.

Colin Whiteley

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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A Creative Services Studio
that specialises in helping
organisations to communicate
their messaging effectively.

thebullagency
3 Westonville Avenue, Westgate, Kent CT9 5DY United Kingdom
+44 7710 456225  andy@thebullagency.com  www.thebullagency.com

•  Graphic design
•  Illustration
•  Video production
•  3d computer animation
•  3d product simulation
•  3d architectural renderings

108 High Street Broadstairs CT10 1JB   t: 01843 600 123   e: info@sharpprinting.co.uk   www.sharpprinting.co.uk   

DESIGN
PRINT
WORKWEAR
ADVERTISING
SHARP PRINTING

YOUR GO-TO PRINT EXPERTS

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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Creesons Ltd are plumbing and heating 
contractors for the new build industry who 
are located in Ramsgate, Kent.

Our highly skilled, fully qualified engineers 
have a wealth of experience and knowledge. 
Our engineers specialise in installations for 
new build housing.

CREESONS PLUMBING & HEATING
59-63 HOPES LANE

RAMSGATE, CT12 6UW 

TEL: 01843-807999
EMAIL: info@creesons.co.uk

PROUD KIT SPONSOR OF THE  
TWRUFC LADIES 1ST XV

MATCH REPORT
Thanet Wanderers Colts 14 v Beckenham 14

Sunday 12th February 2023. After having a number 
of games called off and some teams pulling out of 
prearranged fixtures it has been a problem getting 
game time for Thanet Colts this season. Thankfully over 
last weekend Beckenham stepped up and Wanderers’ 
Colts had a game! Thanet travelled the long journey to 
what is effectively South London, but it was worth it as 
our hosts were as always welcoming and friendly and 
great to spend time with. Wanderers had a squad of 21 
players, but on this occasion did not include those lads 
who had played for the club’s first and second teams the 
previous day.

The game kicked off with Thanet kicking to the 
opposition and immediately Wanderers’ Finn Hickmott 
and Isaac Divine got the chance to show their relentless 
tackling ability. The ball was won back from the 
opposition and good passing between Tom O’Callaghan, 
Zach Ralph and Owen Read and great forward moving 
rugby pushed Thanet up the pitch, but Beckenham were 
resilient in defence and the move broke down..

Thanet’s Captain, Max Anderson, had a super game 
both in defence and attack while also marshalling 
his team and keeping up a difficult dialogue with 
the referee. Wanderers’ fellow front rowers Shaheer 
Khan and Fred O’Halloran were strong in the pack 
and O’Halloran cut some great lines during the game. 
Beckenham’s number 10 tested Thanet’s full back, 
Farzam Yazir, with his good kicking game, but Farzam 
proved up to the task fielding high balls and putting in 
some great tackles when needed.

In the 18th minute a great break that started in 
Thanet’s half with Frankie Evans and Sam Stevenson 
was progressed on the wing first by O’Callaghan and 
then by Gil Smith and this ended with Hugo Evans 
running in to get the first try of the match which 
Charlie Panteli converted from wide out to add the 
two extra points

In the 22nd minute, great hands across the Wanderers 
team started with Khan who eventually released Stan 
Ball to run in the second try which again was smoothly 
slotted over by Panteli to add the extras. The later 
part of the first half was dominated by Thanet who at 
times played some brilliant rugby when they probably 
should have added a third try that was needed to feel 
totally satisfied with their first half performance. In the 

end the first period ended Thanet Wanderers Colts 14 
Beckenham Colts 0. Thanet had played well but knew 
they could improve and they did not want to take their 
foot off the gas.

In order to give all the squad game time six 
replacements to the starting line up were made at 
half time. The Second period kicked off and with how 
Thanet had played during the first half there was great 
optimism that a very good performance could be on 
the cards. Replacements Archie Kujawinski and Joseph 
Near wasted no time in making their presence felt and 
both put in some big hits. Both Wanderers’ wingers, 
experienced Will Mahoney and newcomer to the game 
Lucas Norwood, saw plenty of the ball, without any 
great success.

Both Alfie Reeves and Alfie Pearce who had been 
introduced to the game had an influence, with Pearce 
showing fleet footed movement and Reeves some 
powerful defence splitting runs.

In the 19th minute of the second period Thanet were 
camped out on the Beckenham line, looking very likely 
to extend their lead. However, a simple mistake resulting 
from a drop in concentration ended with Beckenham 
turning the situation on its head and running in a try over 
the full length of the pitch which was converted to make 
the score 14-7.

Thanet put themselves under a bit of pressure for a 
few minutes and this period ended in a bizarre moment. 
Beckenham kicked the ball forward into the try zone and 
it looked to all, including Thanet’s players standing over 
the ball and the on looking Beckenham parents, that 
the ball had gone dead. However,an opposition player 
touched the ball and claimed a try and to everyone’s 
amazement it was given. This was then converted to tie 
the scores.

With around 10 minutes left Thanet still played the 
better rugby and looked the most likely to score but for 
various reasons it was not to be and the third try did not 
come before the final whistle.

The final result was Thanet Wanderers Colts 14 
Beckenham 14. Thanet played some good rugby 
although perhaps they could have been a bit more 
clinical. Individuals will need to learn from the mistakes 
they made, but overall this was a decent performance in 
testing circumstances!

Thanet Wanderers Colts: Max Anderson (C), Fred 
O’Hallohan, Shaheer Khan, Hugo Evans, Frankie Evans, 
Finn Hickmott, Isaac Divine, Gil Smith, Sam Stevenson, 
Charlie Pantelli, Owen Read, Tom O’Callaghan, Zach 

Ralph, Stan Ball, Farzam Yasir, Alfie Reeves, Will 
Mahoney, Archie Kujawinski, Alfie Pearce, Joseph Near 
,Lucas Norwood.
Matthew Hickmott

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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Thanet Wanderers
Home teamcolours: blue, black and gold hoops

Head Coach

Mike Pond
Postition sponsored by: Colin Whiteley

Forwards Coach

Elliot Blackmore
Postition sponsored by: Andy Buli

Fitness Coach

Gareth Redmond
Postition sponsored by: Pegasus Storage Solutions Ltd

Team Manager

Michelle McLean
Postition sponsored by: Carmen Glover

1 Dan Clement
Postition sponsored by: Peter Hawkins

2 Kurt Pearson
Postition sponsored by: Bill Hurley

3 Michael Morris 
Postition sponsored by: Ernie Blakemore

4 Connor Brown
Postition sponsored by:  Mark O’ Riordan

5 Jack Startin
Postition sponsored by: Barry Winson

6 Steve Jones
Postition sponsored by: Michelle McClean

7 Noah Dann
Postition sponsored by: Chris Marson

8 Lenny Brown
Postition sponsored by: Malcolm Sinclair

9 Callum Doody
Postition sponsored by: Jeremy Ward

10 Nick Herbert (Capt)
Postition sponsored by: Neil Armstrong

11 Harrison Quittenden
Postition sponsored by: Paul Glover

12 Louis Marshall 
Postition sponsored by: Jason Deacon

13 Henry Mirams
Postition sponsored by: John Keohane

14 Marius Thompson
Postition sponsored by: Peter Tierney/Ray Roby

15 Tom Walton
Postition sponsored by: Geoff Redmond

Replacements:

16 Michael Whitehead
Postition sponsored by: Dave Brown

17 Sam Molyneux 
Postition sponsored by: Four Candles Alehouse

18 Tom Stevens 
Postition sponsored by: Terry Tutte

Ball and match sponsor is Roe Timberframe

Referee

Simon Bingham
Touch Judge

Clive Lewis
Postition sponsored by: Pegasus Storage Solutions

1 Richard Tasker

2 Sam Edwards

3 Mark Rosier

4 Harry Slatter

5 Will Creasy

6 Alex Purnell (Capt)

7 Callum Main

8 Andrew Kidd

9 Ollie Clinch

10 Bertie Boast

11 Josh Radford

12 Tom Boddy

13 Rob Lester

14 Shaun Streeter

15 Connor Hand

Replacements:
16 Mike Van Someran

17 Adam King

18 Russell Reading

D.O.R.

Not Supplied
Head Coach

Jody Levett  
Assistant Coach

Stuart Thresher 
Stuart Dawson
Team Manager

Ian Geering
Physio

Mike Churchyard 

Crowborough RFC
Away team colours: 

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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£3.95£3.95a Pint
MONDAY TO FRIDAY • 12–7PM

STYLE, STANDARDS & SERVICE

T H E  B R A D S T O W  M I L L

1 25  H I G H  ST,  B ROA DSTA I RS,  K E N T  CT 1 0  1 N G  |  P H O N E:  0 1 843  86 1 1 08  |  E M A I L :  B RA DSTOW M I L L@T H O R L E YTAV E R N S.CO.U K

HOW THANET WANDERERS LADIES SQUAD HAS GROWN!!!
28 lovely ladies at training tonight!! What a turn out! We 
have come so far in the shortest amount of time! We are 
growing each week, constantly improving and learning! 
I am so proud! This team means more to me than they 
will ever know. In less than a year we have almost tripled 

the size of our squad and are currently sitting at the top 
of the league.

I am forever grateful to this club and these amazing ladies.

Goose Cordell

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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TO HIRE THE TO HIRE THE 
CLUBHOUSECLUBHOUSE

contactcontact

KELLY SMITHKELLY SMITH
07881 95699707881 956997

oror

GERRY DOYLEGERRY DOYLE
07943 50019707943 500197

01843 297 307 7 Highstreet Margate CT9 1DL 

LIVING CRISIS 

JUNIOR PRICES 
"Because we all still need our

maintenance  treatments "

PROUD SPONSER OF  WOMEN & GIRLS RUBY AT THANET WANDERERS 

SUPPORT THE CLUB

THE 450 CLUB
For only £5.00 per month – that’s a pint of beer a month- you get the chance to win at least £45 or even £450 
EVERY MONTH with a big prize of £5000 drawn once a year EVERY FEBRUARY.

Half of the money received is paid out in prizes with 
the remaining half going to support major projects 
within the Club helping to maintain and improve 
facilities. What a great way to help the Club for a 
modest outlay each month and the chance to win 
£££s. The prize structure is based on the number of 
members. Should the membership exceed 450 then 
the prize structure will be increased accordingly. A 
schedule of prizes in operation at any one time is 
available from the promoter.

Membership is not restricted to members of Thanet 
Wanderers Rugby Union Football Club and supporters 
are welcome to participate. Members will be notified 
by email of the winning numbers each month and 
monies won will be paid directly into the winners 
bank accounts.

Please contact either Andy Bull (07710-456225) or Kelly 
Smith at the clubhouse if you need further details or fill 
in a direct debit form available either at the clubhouse or 
from Kelly.

If you are already a member of the 450 Club why not 
double up and have twice the chance of winning!!! Now 
there’s a thought.

The prize draws carry on throughout the year so there’s 
always the possibility of a rugby surprise even in the 
cricket season.

So go on give it a go, your support could be well rewarded!!!

Promotor Kelly Smith.
Email: kelbutton@yahoo.co.uk
Telephone 07881-956887

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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MATCH REPORT
Ashford 7 vs Thanet Wanderers 17

After a very close draw in a friendly home game at the 
Thanet Rec, it was a much larger Thanet squad that 
travelled to a rather wet and boggy Ashford on a grey 
dismal day. A strange fishy smell was emanating from 
the sewage works just behind the rugby club but, as 
the Ashford Coach stated, a good day for tackling. With 
this being a Kent cup game, we had a Kent referee to 
officiate, and the crowd were looking forward to good 
uncontentious close physical contest.

Thanet stated their intentions from the off as from the 
kickoff, not intimated by the large Ashford pack they 
immediately tackled the largest of them. Thanet were 
looking strong moving the ball well and it was clear from 
the outset Ashford would need to step up to contain an 
exuberant Wanderers.

It was great to see the long locks of Dillon Shelley 
(already slightly weighed down by mud) back after 
illness weaving lines through the Ashford defense. 
However, it was a smooth back’s move that saw 
Daniel Jury weave a line though to the tryline only to 
be impeded illegally by a high tackle. The referee duly 
awarded a penalty try to Thanet (7-0). Thanet weren’t 
going to have it all their own way and as from last week, 
Thanet were being caught offside too many times and 
giving away silly penalties. It wasn’t long until Ashford 
had made it to the Thanet line and had an attacking 
platform provided by their large pack. Despite some 
tenacious defense, they managed to barrel over which 
they converted (7-7). Stirred into action, Thanet put 
pressure on the Ashford defense and despite having 
some very large boys against them, the Thanet pack 

appeared the stronger both in the maul and ruck and at 
scrum time. With the pressure mounting, it was not long 
till Thanet got a penalty which Callum Duffy converted 
having kicked well all day (10-7). The next try was one 
of the strangest this reporter has ever seen. After half 
time the kickoff led to an attempted volley which flew 
backward into the arms of Archie Hussey, the big prop 
then broke a tackle and sprinted down the middle of the 
pitch past the Ashford defense following the kick. With 
the fullback to beat he popped it to Daniel Jury who out 
paced the second row to score under the posts (17-7) 
Callum Duffy converting.

Ashford, to their due, never stopped pushing forward 
but Thanet never stopped tackling. The only other 
highlight of the game was Zachery Oliver-Hendy 
running full pace into the Ashford gargantuan second 
row and knocking him to the ground (winding himself 
in the process).

It was a great to come away with a victory after a 
couple of close fixtures hadn’t gone our way. Also, to 
see the whole squad making a great contribution to the 
outcome. Thanet’s performance continues to improve as 
does their confidence.

U16’s Squad: Callum Duffy, Rasmus Wallace, Levi 
Freedman, Luke Herbert, Jem Harris, Archie Hussey, 
Joseph Keohane-McGrath, Owen Long, Will Gedge, 
Zachery Oliver-Hendy, Dillon Shelley, Tristin Surry, Finn 
Wilmans, Eden Williams-Verrall, Noah Osgood, Charlie 
Page, Ollie Parker, Kyle Pitcher, Daniel Jury,

Simon Harris

RESULTS FROM OTHER CLUB GAMES
Saturday 11th February 2023

Thanet Wanderers 2nd XV 21-27 Medway 4th XV 
(Kent Rural A League)

Folkestone 3rd XV 24-108 Thanet Wanderers 3rd 
XV (Kent Rural C East League)

Sunday 12th February 2023

Beckenham Colts 14-14 Thanet Wanderers Colts 
(Friendly)

Ashford U16s 7-17 Thanet Wanderers U16s  
(Cup)

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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COUNTIES 1 KENT LEAGUE

2022-23
Team P W D L P/F P/A P/D T/B L/B PTS ADJ

Old Alleynians 18 16 0 2 626 233 393 13 1 78 0

Bromley 17 13 0 4 453 224 229 9 0 61 0

Beccehamian 18 12 0 6 483 296 187 9 3 60 0

Charlton Park 18 12 0 6 446 378 68 8 1 57 0

Heathfield & Waldron 17 11 0 6 359 329 30 6 3 53 0

Ashford 18 11 0 7 356 296 60 3 2 49 0

Cranbrook 17 10 0 7 454 371 83 8 1 49 0

Deal & Betteshanger 18 9 0 9 375 413 -38 5 3 45 0

Thanet Wanderers 18 5 0 13 246 511 -265 4 0 24 0

Folkestone 19 3 0 16 310 621 -311 5 4 21 0

Crowborough 17 3 0 14 271 496 -225 3 1 11 -5

Aylesford Bulls 17 1 0 16 250 461 -211 2 4 10 0

COUNTIES 1 KENT FIXTURES
Saturday 18th February 2023

Beccehamian v Ashford

Bromley v Cranbrook

Charlton Park v Aylesford Bulls

Folkestone v Deal & Betteshanger

Old Alleynians v Heathfield & Waldron

Thanet Wanderers v Crowborough

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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THANET WANDERERS RUFC LTD

CONTACTS
POSITION NAME CONTACT DETAILS

PRESIDENT Colin Whiteley colin.whiteley@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07842-559943

CHAIRMAN Chris Panteli chris.panteli@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07368-136839

SECRETARY  Peter Hawkins  peter.hawkins@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07967-086232

DIRECTOR OF RUGBY (seniors) Neil Roby neil.roby@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07790-610084

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE  Kelly Smith  kelly.smith@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07368-969558

CLUB DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR Andy Bull andy.bull@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07710-456225

DIRECTOR OF RUGBY (ladies) Vicky Flower vicky.flower@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07751-821651

DIRECTOR OF RUGBY (juniors) Annemarie Carfoot annemarie.carfoot@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07968-541302

HEAD OF FACILITIES Gerry Doyle gerry.doyle@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07943-500197

HEAD OF SPONSORSHIP Peter Ruranski peter.ruranski@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07740-274163

SAFEGUARDING OFFICER Annemarie Carfoot annemarie.carfoot@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07968-541302

FIXTURE SECRETARY Peter Hawkins peter.hawkins@thanetwanderers.co.uk 
  07967-086232

HEAD COACH Mike Pond mikepond@aol.com 
  07957-891857

1ST TEAM MANAGER Michelle McClean michellefmcclean@yahoo.co.uk 
  07890-663168

CODES OF CONDUCT
PLAYERS CODE: Play by the Rules and Laws of the Game DO NOT SWEAR

Play for fun Be a good sport Improve your skills Never give up Be fair
Do not be selfish Do not show off Control your temper

Do not argue with the referee Do not use non-prescribed controlled drugs

COACHES’ CODE: Teach players to play by the Rules and Laws of the Game
Get the right equipment and facilities Be reasonable Avoid mismatches Be generous with praise

Do not favour your best players Being a coach should be fun too Never condemn
 Give your voice a rest Good coaching-running with the ball Doctor /Physio knows best

It’s the players who matter most not their won/lost record

PARENT’S AND SPECTATORS CODE: Never force a child to play rugby especially if he/she feels unwell
Always remember children play rugby for their enjoyment not yours

Encourage your child to play by the Rules and Laws of the Game
Teach your child that victory isn’t everything Never yell at a player for making a mistake

Encourage your child to improve his/her skills through coaching
Applaud good play by either team Stay off the pitch!

DO NOT ABUSE ANYONE (ESPECIALLY THE REFEREE)

Thanet Wanderers does not tolerate bad behaviour by any player or 
spectator and asks everyone to abide by the above codes

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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RESULTS GRID COUNTIES 1 KENT LEAGUE
Away Team 

Home Team 

A
shford

Aylesford Bulls

Becceham
ian

Brom
ley

Charlton Park

Cranbrook

Crow
borough

Deal &
 

Betteshanger

Folkestone

Heathfield &
 

W
aldron

Old A
lleynians

TW
RUFC

Ashford 22-8 12-5 8-16 39-5 14-5 27-12 45-15 13-15 17-10 13-3

Aylesford Bulls 3-12 23-21 10-31 14-36 13-17 36-40 20-33 19-28 14-19 7-32

Beccehamian 33-15 48-10 22-12 25-12 29-5 5-34 39-7 13-27 69-3

Bromley 17-13 33-17 18-0 57-15 72-0 33-0 12-37 27-0

Charlton Park 37-21 23-21 13-5 43-0 36-39 30-15 52-19 15-46 21-13

Cranbrook 31-19 10-22 72-0 34-17 24-14 51-12 26-38 17-46 37-12

Crowborough 18-32 26-34 26-10 AWO 17-29 10-37 35-10

Deal & Bettes 35-8 25-32 13-27 9-29 27-26 38-8 45-24 15-19 16-21

Folkestone 21-22 29-24 14-29 3-26 14-45 15-20 32-24 17-21 12-17 5-19 

Heathfield & Waldron 27-8 40-15 17-21 15-21 20-18 8-10 32-15 22-34

Old Alleynians 40-19 17-8 8-21 27-13 33-11 41-7 76-0 63-5

TWRUFC 31-11 0-22 10-34 7-23 24-40 23-10 41-32 0-18 24-35

RESULTS FROM COUNTIES 1 KENT LEAGUE
Saturday 4th February 2023

Ashford 8-16 Bromley

Aylesford Bulls 23-21 Beccehamian

Cranbrook 17-46 Old Alleynians

Crowborough 26-10 Charlton Park

Heathfield & Waldron 8-10 Deal & Betteshanger

Thanet Wanderers 41-32 Folkestone

Full details of all fixtures, results, social events and   sponsors can be found at: www.thanetwanderers.co.uk
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